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For nearly 30 years, an obscure Department of Defense (DoD) program has given Pentagon contractors a taxpayer-subsidized opportunity to influence U.S. military policy, creating massive conflicts of interest — yet little scrutiny.

This research brief offers a first of its kind look at the DoD’s Secretary of Defense Executive Fellows (SDEF) program, which sends U.S. military officers to work at major corporations for a year, and then return and provide recommendations to the DoD for how it might improve.

Military contractors benefit disproportionately from the SDEF program. Twenty-nine percent of all SDEF fellows have gone to the nation’s top 50 government contractors, with 15 percent going to the “big five” military contractors alone. None of the 317 fellows in the program’s history has ever served at a public sector institution.

Decades of SDEF recommendations have consistently focused on reforms that would both benefit corporations and bolster their influence over the DoD, including calls for a greater share of the agency’s budget to be given to military contractors, reduced oversight, greater private outsourcing of agency responsibilities, and the loosening of international arms trade regulations.

SDEF also keeps the revolving door between public service and private profit spinning. Forty-three percent of SDEF fellows went on to work for a government contractor at some point in their post-military career.

In consistently failing to distinguish between what’s best for corporate executives and what’s best for the American people, the SDEF program represents a dangerous embrace of the military-industrial complex. Whereas Dwight D. Eisenhower warned against the “conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms
industry” whose “total influence” can be seen in “every office of the Federal Government,” the SDEF program explicitly advocates for it.

SDEF has become a reliable method for corporations to disguise self–interested policy aspirations as helpful recommendations for DoD. If this program is to continue, DoD must act forcefully to address and minimize the unsettling conflicts of interest embedded within SDEF by:

- Enforcing a “one defense contractor per year” rule
- Barring fellows from working in “government relations” roles
- Exploring post–employment restrictions for former fellows
- Re–balancing orientations away from undue corporate influence and political bias
- Rationalizing program size

Introduction

The Department of Defense (DoD) is deeply involved with the private sector through contracting and acquisitions: as much as half of the annual DoD budget regularly goes to private contractors, representing a $414.5 billion dollar market in fiscal year 2022.¹ International arms sales conducted through the DoD represent another major source of corporate revenue, with tens of billions more in business conducted annually through the Foreign Military Sales program.

The scale of the money available from the DoD has attracted aggressive lobbying and influence campaigns from private contractors interested in both extracting value from this market and in growing the market further. These efforts include spending tens of

millions of dollars in campaign contributions each election cycle, spending hundreds of millions of dollars to hire more than one lobbyist per member of congress, and paying for targeted marketing campaigns to appeal to policymakers directly. The industry also benefits from a “revolving door” through which thousands of former DoD officials move into private sector positions where they can use their connections to influence the agency.

The harmful implications of these outside pressure campaigns on government ethics, political democracy, and public policy have been widely discussed. What has drawn less attention are internal avenues of influence available to large corporations, methods through which they can pressure the DoD towards particular courses of action through the agency’s own programs. Though smaller in scale, these avenues represent a significant threat to the DoD’s integrity by providing contractors with a taxpayer–subsidized opportunity to directly influence military policymakers.

The Secretary of Defense Executive Fellows (SDEF) program is one such internal avenue of influence. Each year, the DoD sends U.S. military officers to work at major corporations, after which they return and provide recommendations to the DoD for how it might improve. This program, which is small but growing, poses significant ethical dilemmas across multiple dimensions, namely: functioning as a corporate subsidy, both directly and indirectly, to defense contractors; allowing companies to use the SDEF program as a de facto lobbying tool; and providing a taxpayer–funded revolving door, wherein SDEF fellows disproportionately join the military–industrial complex after leaving military service, with some even joining the very firms where they served as fellows.

This report is the first comprehensive analysis of the Secretary of Defense Executive Fellowship Program and the issues which plague it. It draws on a wealth of information

about the program, including 27 years of annual summary presentations, a full list of fellows and the companies they worked for, individual reports written by many of the fellows, 15 years of orientation schedules, post–service employment records for nearly 200 former fellows, and more. What we found was an unsettling history of conflicts of interest which are entirely inappropriate for a government program. Before addressing these issues, the remainder of this section will provide an overview of the program’s history and basic structure.

History

In 1994, Defense Secretary William J. Perry issued a memorandum regarding the creation of a “Secretary of Defense Fellows” program. Perry argued that the U.S. military had a “need to build a cadre of officers who understand not only the profession of arms, but also the... revolutionary changes in information and related technologies” occurring in the business world.\(^3\) The new program was formalized the following year by DoD Directive 1322.23.

The initial plan was for each military service to nominate officers who have demonstrated the potential to rise further in the ranks, and for each to work at “a private business corporation or a public-sector institution.” Fellows were then to “provide a written information report and a briefing...that describes the work performed, insights gained regarding operational and organizational change, how these changes may influence the culture and operation of the Department of Defense, and appropriate recommendations....”\(^4\)

Another influential figure in creating the program was Air Force Secretary Jim Roche, who reportedly considered himself “the godfather of the program that put the bug in everyone's ear.”\(^5\) It is noteworthy in this context that Roche resigned from his role as

---


\(^5\) SDEF (2002).
secretary around the same time that he was cited for contracting–related ethics violations: he used his position to help another government official find work at his former employer, defense contractor Northrop Grumman, as part of a larger scandal surrounding the Air Force’s contracting practices.\(^6\)

The SDEF program fielded its first cohort of fellows in 1995–96, and the program steadily matured over the following years. Retired Navy Captain Eric Briggs, described by one of his students as “a one man shop with a limited budget,” has served as the program’s director since its early days.\(^7\) Briggs has been aided in running the program by a variety of DoD–affiliated organizations throughout the years, including the National Defense University and the Office of Net Assessment; today, it is run out of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness. There is no publically available budget data indicating how much the program costs.

An expansion of the fellowship “in terms of both attendance and scope” was announced in 2015.\(^8\) The following year, a new policy expanded the program’s potential membership to include high–level civilian employees in the DoD. It also established the program’s current name: “Secretary of Defense Executive Fellows (SDEF).”\(^9\) A further expansion of the program was proposed by the Defense Business Board in 2020 in preparation for the
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Biden administration’s transition into the White House, though many of these changes appear to have remained theoretical.\(^{10}\)

In total, the SDEF program has more than tripled in size since its first year. The initial cohort contained only five fellows, while the most recent have contained between 16 and 19 fellows. Despite this growth, the total amount of public information about the program has declined over time: annual summary presentations have shrunk in size considerably, and the program no longer provides online access to its fellows’ full reports. Although there is no reason to believe that the program has significantly changed in recent years, this dearth of information from recent years means that this report will focus much of its attention on the program’s record in the 2000s and 2010s.

**How it works**

Each year, SDEF applications are opened to military officers of the O–5 and O–6 pay grades (Lieutenant Colonels, Colonels, Commanders, and Captains) who “have demonstrated high general or flag officer potential.” More recently, civilian DoD employees in pay grades GS–14 and GS–15 have also been allowed to apply. Each SDEF cohort must consist of at least four fellows from each military service; beyond that, “Additional Reserve and Guard officers and officers from the United States Coast Guard” can also be selected.\(^{11}\) Selection amongst the applicants falls primarily to the services themselves.

The program offers significant benefits for selected fellows. Their time in the fellowship counts as “Senior Service School education credit” for officers seeking a higher education. More significantly, each service counts the time spent in the fellowship towards an officers’ service obligation the same way they would an educational

---


\(^{11}\) “Secretary of Defense Executive Fellows (SDEF),” Department of Defense.
program. In the Navy, for example, this means that spending one year in the SDEF program counts as three years of military service.\textsuperscript{12}

Once the fellows are selected, they are sent to the Washington, D.C. area to attend an orientation and training program instructing them on how to "operate and learn in a civilian business environment."\textsuperscript{13} After the orientation, each fellow is assigned to a different company. Responsibility for selecting the companies and assigning fellows to them falls to the director of the SDEF program. Fellows are assigned to work in a variety of different roles within their host companies based both on their individual skills and the needs of the company. They sign non–disclosure agreements which prevent them from sharing sensitive information about their company, and then spend the next 11 months working in their assigned roles.\textsuperscript{14}

Fellows are periodically gathered together during this time for "company days," one to two day breaks in which the entire cohort tours the facilities of a host company and speaks with their executives. Each host company has the ability to set their own agenda for the company days.\textsuperscript{15} During a 2012 visit to the defense contractor Pratt & Whitney, for example, President Dave Hess discussed his goal in engaging with the DoD in this fashion: "What we're seeking to achieve is a partnership that goes even beyond the standard supplier-customer relationship..."\textsuperscript{16}

At the end of their fellowship, the fellows reconvene to provide an "outbrief" — a presentation about their experience and their recommendations — to senior DoD officials. All SDEF outbriefs are available on the program's website. Many fellows also

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{13}“Secretary of Defense Executive Fellows (SDEF),” Department of Defense.

\textsuperscript{14}David R. Zorzi, Scott L. Pleus, and James D. McCreary, "Corporate Lessons for DoD: Secretary of Defense Corporate Fellows’ Perspective," Air University, 2009.

\textsuperscript{15}David R. Zorzi, Scott L. Pleus, and James D. McCreary, "Corporate Lessons for DoD: Secretary of Defense Corporate Fellows’ Perspective," Air University, 2009.

\end{flushleft}
write full reports expanding upon their observations in order to receive academic credit; these used to be available online, but are no longer made public.17

Orientation and training

The SDEF program’s three-week orientations serve to set the tone of the program, inform fellows about current events, and establish expectations for what fellows ought to be working towards. To gain deeper insight into what they entail, we acquired and analyzed orientation schedules from 15 years of the program, including the full list of speakers presenting each year.18 This analysis reveals two troubling facts: 1) the orientations function as an avenue for corporate influence over the SDEF program, and 2) there is a clear political bias in who is invited to speak.

More than 350 officials of diverse backgrounds spoke at the SDEF orientations within our sample. Unsurprisingly, the most common affiliation of these speakers was the military, accounting for 37 percent of the total. The remainder came from academia, think tanks, businesses, Capitol Hill, media outlets, non–profits, and other government agencies.

The Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (CSBA) plays a major role in helping to organize the orientations. Figures affiliated with the CSBA make up 10 percent of all speakers. In its own words, the think tank helps educate SDEF fellows on “topics ranging from U.S. grand strategy to private sector work-place dynamics,” including an examination of changes “occurring in the corporate sector for their relevance to defense restructuring or planning.”19

---


Yet the CSBA is not a purely neutral observer: they accept funding from 16 major defense companies, including ten SDEF beneficiaries. The companies currently funding the think tank have received 18 percent of all SDEF fellows. The CSBA thus receives funding both from these companies directly (contributions) and from the government program which subsidizes them (compensation for help with the orientations). Documents from earlier this year indicate plans for the CSBA to continue its role in the orientations through 2027.

Contracting firm Booz Allen Hamilton also appears to have had a unique relationship with the program’s orientations in the 2000s and 2010s. No other business had more speakers at SDEF orientations and, for several years, two days of the orientation appear to have taken place inside of the company’s offices. Booz Allen Hamilton also received five fellows from the SDEF program during and after this period. Thus, Booz Allen, like CSBA, helped to shape a government program which it also benefited from.

Concerns of political bias also emerge from the speakers’ list. Of all the think tank–affiliated officials who have spoken at SDEF orientations, nine came from right–leaning think tanks while only one came from a left–leaning think tank. The SDEF speakers list also includes a surprisingly large number of figures who are either associated with the neoconservative movement, helped to craft the foreign policy of the George W. Bush administration, or both.

---

21 The “Secretary of Defense Corporate Fellows Program” is listed among the annual contributors to the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments. “Contributors,” Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments.
24 On the right: The American Center for Democracy, American Enterprise Institute, American Foreign Policy Council, Foundation for Defense of Democracies, Foreign Policy Research Institute, Gatestone Institute, Heritage Foundation, Hudson Institute, and Jamestown Foundation. On the other end of the spectrum, one single speaker was invited from the center-left New America.
Here, the political and business interests of the program collide. Scholars of the ideology have observed that “neoconservatism has become outrightly protective of business interests”; in return, these business interests fund neoconservative institutions. Underlying this relationship is the fact that the aggressive foreign policy advocated for by neoconservatism benefits many segments of the business sector, especially defense contractors who see demand for their services rise as militarism increases.

In one particular example, an SDEF speaker crossed the line beyond traditional political ideology into Islamophobic conspiracism. On at least four separate occasions, Steven Emerson of the Investigative Project on Terrorism spoke at the orientations on topics such as “The Stealth Jihad: Radical Fundamentalism Infiltration.” Emerson is notorious for poorly-sourced claims about Islamist terrorism, a trend made apparent long before his first speaking role at an SDEF orientation. Two days after Emerson spoke at the 2011 SDEF orientation, neo-Nazi Anders Behring Breivik killed 77 people in a terrorist attack in Norway; his manifesto cited Emerson twice.

The politicization of an ostensibly apolitical military program is concerning, especially when considering two facts about the SDEF program: it is targeted towards officers who are expected to rise higher through the military hierarchy, and it is intended to influence the way fellows behave “throughout the remainder of their careers.”

---


27 Less than six hours after the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing, Emerson suggested that the attack was likely conducted by Muslim jihadists; the next year, he made similarly premature claims about an airplane crash which was later found to have been caused by mechanical failure. Mark Potok, “Remembering Oklahoma,” Southern Poverty Law Center, June 10, 2015, https://www.spncenter.org/fighting-hate/intelligence-report/2015/remembering-oklahoma; and Bartosiewicz, Petra. “Experts in Terror,” The Nation, January 17, 2008, https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/experts-terror/.
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SDEF as corporate subsidy

The SDEF program serves as a corporate subsidy, both directly and indirectly. First, the host company “has, effectively, the use of a full time middle management on-the-job trainee for a year.” Along with this direct subsidy of 11 months of free labor, the program also supplies companies with valuable information about both the government and their competitors. The presence of a military officer at their disposal “affords corporate America the ability to tap into current ideas, programs, and leadership initiatives currently underway in the DoD...” Additionally, because hosts send their fellows to join “company days” at other firms, they “gain access and a view inside other companies not normally available.”

Finally, the SDEF program explicitly advertises to host companies that the program will help create a more business-friendly environment for military contractors: “For companies doing business with DoD, helping to build this cadre of future Service leaders who are more educated in best business practices has direct long term benefits.”

The SDEF program explicitly advertises to host companies that the program will help create a more business-friendly environment for military contractors.

Given that the SDEF program both subsidizes companies and supplies them with an opportunity to influence DoD policy, it is important to analyze which companies have benefited most. Of the 87 beneficiary companies, Figure One displays the top 16 recipients of fellows from the SDEF program.

---

Government contractors, and especially military contractors, benefit disproportionately from the SDEF program. Lockheed Martin and RTX, the world’s two largest defense contractors, are also two of the top beneficiaries of the SDEF program.\(^{34}\) In total, 29 percent of all SDEF fellows have gone to the nation’s top 50 government contractors, with 15 percent going to the “big five” military contractors alone.\(^{35}\)

The heavy overrepresentation of military contractors is concerning for several reasons. First, these companies have the most to gain from using the program to influence DoD policymaking. Second, it appears to go against the program’s own professed standards. For many years, SDEF outbriefs claimed that the program selected “Only one defense contractor per year.” This is false by any definition, and is even contradicted by their own materials.\(^{36}\)

The original directive establishing the SDEF program says that fellows would be assigned to “a private business corporation or a public–sector institution,” and the 2015 effort to overhaul the program included plans to “expand the fellowship mandate to


\(^{36}\) For just one example, the claim appeared in the 2004 outbrief even though the same slideshow admitted: “Six of the host companies for the 2003/04 Fellowship year [out of eight] were directly involved with creating and selling physical products to DoD,” including two of the “big five.” SDEF (2004).
include fellowships with state and local government....”37 Despite this, none of the 317 fellows in the program’s history have ever served at a public sector institution.38

**SDEF proposals**

One of the most important priorities of the SDEF program is to turn observations of private sector behavior into suggestions for how the DoD might improve. These recommendations are then compiled into “outbrief” slideshows and presented to several dozen high level military officials, including the deputy secretary of defense, the vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the leaders of each military service, and more.39 As such, the program claims to “help the Department think.”40

Yet there are reasons to question many of the program’s outbrief recommendations. For one, they are not always original. A 2012 presentation from a SDEF fellow who worked at Oracle lifted several recommendations directly from the 2008 presentation of a SDEF fellow who worked at Oracle. The same happened between those two years for fellows working at 3M.41 Similarly, the speaking notes for a SDEF fellow who worked at Lockheed Martin in 2008 appear to be copied and pasted from those of an SDEF fellow who worked at Lockheed Martin in 2005.42

Many host companies are not shy in hijacking the SDEF program to boost their earnings from the government. At least 18 participating companies and subsidiaries are known to have assigned their fellows to roles that involved public sector contracting or “relationships” with the DoD, and many more have likely done so in more subtle ways.43

---

38 All SDEF host companies are private sector institutions, with the exception of two non-profits: SRI International and Team Rubicon.
39 For example, the program held “Twenty-seven briefings to 42 senior leaders in June 2018.” SDEF (2019). Past SDEF presentations claimed to have presented to the secretary of defense as well, i.e. SDEF (2008).
40 SDEF (2013).
IBM, for example, has assigned at least three of its fellows to roles dealing with the “Federal Defense Industry” and the “DoD account.”

So long as fellows are influenced by both corporate and military interests, they will face unavoidable conflicts of interest in what they suggest.

This ethical conundrum is symbolic of the issues plaguing SDEF policy recommendations. So long as fellows are influenced by both corporate and military interests, they will face unavoidable conflicts of interest in what they suggest. The program has generated a massive number of suggestions for reform at the DoD, many of which are reasonable (although their sheer volume means that they are occasionally contradictory). Yet it is undeniable that many of these recommendations would provide clear financial benefits to the host companies that they originate from, sometimes in shockingly bold ways.

Outsource, outsource, outsource

Calls for privatization are arguably the most common type of proposal made within SDEF outbriefs. The program has frequently advised the DoD to outsource a wide array of its responsibilities, and more specifically has called for approaches to acquisition reform that would benefit contractors participating in the program.

SDEF outbriefs have made broad arguments to “aggressively pursue outsourcing opportunities” and “outsource everything not core to DoD.” Areas in which they have suggested the military outsource include: information technology; utility services;

---


45 Because the length of the outbriefs has declined substantially over time, there is relatively less information available about policy recommendations made by the SDEF program in more recent years. Much of the content covered in this section comes from the earlier years in the program's history for which more information is available. See Annex I for a full list of citations.

“personnel administration”; “travel management”; “finance and accounting”; “education program administration”; “medical services (non–combat)”; depot maintenance; basic R&D; and more.47 Whenever putting a new program together, they advise that it is “better to start programs with experienced contractor personnel[.] Do not try to build internal teams too early[.]”48

Some outbriefs address specific policy reforms which would benefit contractors. The 2013 presentation advised policymakers to “Repeal [the] 50/50 rule for depot sustainment,” which prevents the DoD from spending more than 50 percent of their depot maintenance budgets on contractors.49 Contractors consider this rule a nuisance, blocking their full access to billions in military funds each year. A year prior to this presentation, the defense industry lobby also criticized the policy.50

The SDEF program places great faith in the assumption that “industry is inherently more innovative than DoD”; therefore, the private sector should do as much of the DoD’s job as possible.51 A small minority of fellows have offered some recommendations which realize the faults in this logic, notably that outsourcing can be more expensive than doing a task in–house would, cost savings which are achieved often come from cutting corners, and contractors often structure their business models around overcharging and under–delivering.52 Yet when suggestions are made that take these issues into account (i.e., “penalties for non–compliance”), they are drowned out in a sea of suggestions pushing in the opposite direction.53 Below are several examples of this tendency.

**Increase profits:** Despite contractors now receiving half of the entire DoD budget, the SDEF program suggests that contractors are not paid enough. Presentations argue that

48 SDEF (2014).
49 SDEF (2013).
51 SDEF (2022). Despite this, another presentation argues that the defense companies suffer from far more bureaucracy than the DoD itself: “Defense industry bureaucracy mirrors DoD’s bureaucracy (2X).” SDEF (2018).
“low profit margins sought in DoD contracts are driving industry away,” and that the DoD should “view profit as necessary and a potential motivator to create a win–win.” The military’s Better Buying Power program, which seeks to improve the contracting process to enhance affordability, is “viewed as anti–industry.” Contractors feel as though they are facing a “war on profit.” One of the “common findings” for the 2000 fellows was industry complaints about “low fee structures.”

**Subsidize contractors:** There were numerous recommendations for additional subsidies to defense contractors. These include “federally funded venture capital” (a la the recently–established Office of Strategic Capital), “contractual incentives to those industry partners who retain work in country,” increased industry access to public R&D funding, and “tax incentives to promote commercial and national security supply chain resiliency.”

**Deregulate contractors:** In the program’s very first year, a Lockheed Martin fellow recommended that the DoD “deregulate the defense acquisition business.” The SDEF program generally portrays regulation as a burden, and SDEF presentations have called to “overturn burdensome regulations,” and “remove or rewrite policies that prevent best business practices.”

**Allow more failure:** The SDEF program also suggests that the government should let military contractors fail more often. The “Government has become too risk adverse [sic],” and “Failure [is] not tolerated.” Current policies respond to failure by “adding more checks and balances” and engaging “in a lengthy audit.” Instead, the program recommends that the government “adopt [a] policy of ‘fail early and fail often,’” while reducing “intrusive contractor oversight.”

---

55 SDEF (2016).
56 SDEF (2015).
57 SDEF (2000).
60 SDEF (2016 & 2012).
61 SDEF (2011).
Reduce oversight: Recommendations for reduced transparency and less oversight of contractors are common in SDEF presentations. They report that the opinion of “defense contractor executives” is that they are “Spending enormous resources on non-value added reporting” and “Cumbersome reporting requirements.” Accordingly, they suggest that DoD “Reduce oversight and reporting,” “End demand[s] for (proprietary) cost information,” and use “Cost Data Reporting requirements” less often.

Give contractors more political power: At the highest level, the SDEF program suggests that we should encourage “more industry participation in solutions” by creating a “forum of industry CEOs, etc.” which would “help craft National Security Strategy.” On technology policy, the DoD should “partner with industry and Government agencies to develop universal [cybersecurity] policy,” and “outsource solutions beyond the cloud to American-based industry leaders (experts).” It is also suggested that the DoD create a “government / industry cooperative exchange” on contractor incentives, “obtain contractor feedback” on the performance of government offices, consult corporations at the “beginning of a program’s early phases,” and “involve industry in [the] ‘problem’ definition.”

Should there be limits to military outsourcing? The SDEF program frequently argues that the DoD should outsource everything which is not a “core competency.” Once non-core activities are identified, the DoD should assign them to contractors while the industry “eagerly steps up to assume responsibility for those functions that DoD sheds.” In practice, this concept is left vague, enabling the program to advocate for as much outsourcing as possible. One fellow seems to give the game away with a series of statements on the same slide: first, the DoD should outsource “Everything that’s not a
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64 SDEF (2011).
core competency”; second, the DoD should also adopt a “Narrower, more adaptive core competency definition” that allows them to “outsource more aggressively.”

Loosen arms trade regulations

The SDEF program has repeatedly complained that International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and other restrictions on weapons exports impose costs on military contractors, and thus that congress should “reevaluate ITAR language.”

Predictably, the primary advocates of ITAR deregulation are weapons companies who export their goods abroad. A Northrop Grumman fellow encouraged the DoD to “re-think” the rules; that year, the company conducted $2.1 billion in international sales. A Lockheed Martin fellow stated that “current Arms Export Control statutes, policy, and processes require modification”; that year, the company made $15.2 billion in international sales.

The most self-servicing company in this regard was the European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company (EADS), now known as Airbus. The European defense company assigned their SDEF fellow to work on the “Homeland Security Programs” of EADS North America, whose strategy was to “expand into [the] U.S. market.” The fellow argued that “strict ITAR compliance disadvantages programs with foreign content,” and therefore poses difficulties for companies like EADS in achieving their business strategy.

In response to these complaints, the EADS fellow first recommended that the DoD “Embrace [our] allied industrial base,” making it easier for European companies like EADS to participate. In addition, he called for the DoD to “work with [the] Legislature and Department of State” on narrowing ITAR rules to create “more carefully defined”

---

68 SDEF (1999).
69 SDEF (2004).
72 SDEF (2010).
standards for “military-related technologies,” as well as modifying the “criteria for which export licenses are required.” These policy recommendations represent a wish list that would primarily benefit EADS, with only incidental benefits for the DoD.

Give us money

Many of the conflicts of interest created by the SDEF program exist on a sectoral level: companies use fellows to pass on policy recommendations that would benefit government contractors broadly. Yet some host companies use the program to encourage the DoD to take actions which would benefit them specifically, either by advocating for increased usage of products that the firm specializes in, or by outright suggesting that the government do more business with them. Along with the EADS example above, examples of this include:

- **Caterpillar (2010):** Construction firm Caterpillar (CAT) engages in relatively little government contracting, but appears to have had a sustained interest in getting more involved. In 2001, their fellow advised the DoD to “Leverage industry rental and service markets”; machinery rentals were a major part of the company’s portfolio. Their 2010 fellow was even more explicit, advising the DoD to “Leverage industry science and technology capabilities” such as “CAT’s unmanned mining capabilities.”

- **CVS Health (2018):** A fellow assigned to CVS Health simply recommended that the DoD “Explore partnership opportunities with enterprises like CVS Health.”

---

73 SDEF (2010).
74 SDEF outbriefs from 2013–17 and 2020–2022 do not display recommendations from individual fellows, making it difficult to identify recommendations offered by fellows at companies with a conflict of interest. As such, this section does not cover conflicts of interests which may have occurred during these years.
76 SDEF (2010).
77 SDEF (2018).
Enron (2001): A fellow assigned to Enron had some of his recommendations "generated" for him "by Enron's Federal Solutions Team." They offered suggestions regarding the Pentagon's utility outsourcing program, which Enron had recently withdrawn from due to their view that government rules "bar[red] efficient, large-scale solution providers" like themselves from full participation. The final outbrief did not disclose that these recommendations originated from an Enron team, meaning senior DoD officials were likely unaware that they came directly from the company.

Georgia Power (2018): A fellow assigned to energy utility Georgia Power argued that the DoD should "Continue to leverage 10 USC 2922a 'Special Agreement Authority.'" This policy allows the military to acquire energy from contractors for its bases, and has enabled the DoD to become one of Georgia Power's largest customers.

Human Genome Sciences (2001): A fellow assigned to biopharmaceutical firm Human Genome Sciences was assigned to projects such as "Forging a partnership with DoD" and "Exploiting DoD value from [the] biotech sector." They recommended that the military invest new resources into "Biotech applications" and "Anti-Bio warfare" efforts, calling the "Biopharmaceutical industry an untapped resource" for them in these efforts.

---

81 SDEF (2001).
• **McKinsey** (2011): A fellow assigned to the consulting firm McKinsey recommended that the DoD “Leverage consulting firm’s expertise and objectivity – outsourcing is a positive action.”

• **Norfolk Southern** (2018): A fellow assigned to the railroad firm Norfolk Southern recommended that the DoD consider expanding their usage of railroads: “Explore rail as [a] post to port strategic transportation option.” At the time, the company’s website advertised that it “Ship[s] from seaports to military installations all across America.”

• **Oracle** (2004): A fellow assigned to the technology firm Oracle recommended that the DoD “Accelerate [the] outsourcing of IT infrastructure.” A key component of Oracle’s corporate strategy at this time was to “Grow [their] DoD relationship from ‘vendor of choice’ to ‘trusted strategic partner.’”

• **SpaceX** (2011): In an era where SpaceX was still struggling to compete for contracts, a SpaceX fellow recommended that the “Government needs to cultivate new [contracting] market entrants... SpaceX alone could save upwards of a billion dollars a year in launch costs.”

### Revolving door

From the opening orientations to the final policy recommendations, the influence of corporate interests in the SDEF program is everywhere. Yet the effects of this arrangement do not end here. Former SDEF fellows have a pronounced tendency to re-enter the military–industrial complex after leaving military service.

---

82 SDEF (2011).
83 SDEF (2018).
85 SDEF (2004).
Using LinkedIn and other public information, we positively identified the post–fellowship employment records of 190 former SDEF fellows between 1996–2020, a sample covering more than two-thirds of all fellows who went through the program during this time period.\textsuperscript{87} Within this sample of former SDEF fellows, 43 percent went on to work for a government contractor at some point in their post–fellowship career, thus entering the “revolving door” between public service and private profit. In several instances, they went on to work for the exact same company where they had previously served as fellows.

While there is no proper control group to compare this sample to, a Government Accountability Office review found that 2.5 percent of DoD personnel who left between 2014–19 were employed by one of 14 large defense contractors in 2019.\textsuperscript{88} Among the fellows in our sample who participated in the SDEF program between 1996–2020, 6.3 percent were employed by one of those same 14 contractors in 2020. This suggests that former SDEF fellows may be more than twice as likely to be employed at major contractors than former DoD personnel in general.

Some examples stand out. While in the Marine Corps, Clyde Woltman served from 2001–02 as a fellow at defense contractor Pratt & Whitney, where he assisted with the contract for the engine systems of the F–35 jet. Even at this early juncture in his career, job options for soldiers leaving the military were on Woltman’s mind: “...the issue of industry recruitment has often come to my attention throughout my Fellowship.” In his final report, Woltman suggested that the DoD outsource many of its needs. This “would clearly impact thousands of government jobs,” but the government could soften the blow by requiring contractors to “hire recently laid–off government employees...”\textsuperscript{89}

\textsuperscript{87} A cut-off of 2020 was applied because those in the most recent classes of SDEF fellows are likely to still be in the military. It is uncommon for fellows to leave the military immediately after completing the SDEF program, and thus the most recent former fellows have had little time in their careers to choose to do so.


Woltman continued working for the Marines after his fellowship, including one position involving “budget submission, aircraft program oversight, policy, legislative affairs and development of strategic plans for Marine Aviation.” Immediately after leaving the military, he returned to Pratt & Whitney to serve as their director of Navy & Marine Corps programs, thereby working on some of the same issues he worked on inside the Marine Corps. He has continued to work in the sector, first as a senior director at Aerojet Rocketdyne, and now as the CEO of Leonardo Helicopters U.S., whose work includes “managing U.S. government programs.”

SDEF fellows receive two briefings about their ethical responsibilities while in the program, one from their service branch and one during the program orientation. Yet despite the obvious conflicts of interest involved, the SDEF program does not appear to have any precautions in place to mitigate the revolving door ethics issues specific to the program. On the contrary, in line with its philosophy that the government should cooperate closely with industry, the program has effectively endorsed revolving door practices.

**Despite the obvious conflicts of interest involved, the SDEF program does not appear to have any precautions in place to mitigate the revolving door ethics issues specific to the program.**

In 2003, the SDEF outbrief recommended that the “DoD should encourage career opportunities outside the military with the potential of returning to an appropriate military rank and position,” a move which would grant defense contractors influence over government officials before, during, and after their time in public service. The
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program has also invited one of its largest offenders to speak to new fellows at an orientation. Mark Valentine served as a Microsoft fellow in 2010–11, and then joined the company as the director of their “U.S. Army Team” within less than a month of quitting the military.\textsuperscript{94} Rather than shying away from this cautionary tale of revolving door behavior, the SDEF program invited him to present at their 2020 orientation.\textsuperscript{95}

The potential for a firm to re–employ their former fellows once they leave military service provides yet another opportunity for companies to exert influence over SDEF recommendations. To the extent that SDEF materials are publicly available (or shared with participating companies in any way), the host companies are able to evaluate how closely their presentations matched the company’s interests. This creates a perverse incentive for all fellows interested in future re–employment to present their host companies in a positive light, and also to make their policy recommendations adhere closely to their host’s desired policies. This is yet another example of the SDEF program being structured in such a way as to encourage corporate–friendly outcomes.

**Conclusion**

At the heart of the SDEF program is the belief that public and private sector interests are closely aligned, that what is good for the defense industry is good for national defense. Program materials aim to “treat corporate sponsors as potential extensions to the [national] security apparatus” and, as one fellow argues, to reject an “‘Us versus Them’ mentality” in favor of the belief that “Strong US Industry = Strong US Economy = Safe and Secure World.”\textsuperscript{96} Thus, advocating on behalf of private industry benefits the nation as a whole: the DoD “Should Both Leverage and Promote Industry.”\textsuperscript{97}

Here, the SDEF program’s refusal to acknowledge the reality of corporate interests in military policy reaches its pinnacle: an explicit endorsement of the military–industrial
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complex. President Dwight D. Eisenhower defined the idea as the “conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms industry” whose “total influence” can be seen in “every office of the Federal Government.” Eisenhower intended to warn against such a development; the SDEF program advocates for it.

The SDEF program fails to distinguish between what DoD policy is good for the American public and what DoD policy is good for a small subset of corporate executives and shareholders. In the many instances where the welfare of these two groups clash, the SDEF program can be consistently relied upon to advocate for the latter. In doing so, it has come to serve as an avenue through which corporations can disguise their self–interested policy aspirations as recommendations for a more efficient DoD, heedless of the drastic conflicts of interest created along the way.

**The SDEF program fails to distinguish between what DoD policy is good for the American public and what DoD policy is good for a small subset of corporate executives and shareholders.**

There is some value in having the DoD look outside of itself for ways to improve, but any program that seeks to do so must ensure that it serves to benefit the DoD and the citizens it answers to, not outside parties with their own agendas. Should the DoD choose to continue the SDEF program, it should enact serious reforms to minimize the conflicts of interest currently embedded within it.

**Recommendations**

**Enforce a “one defense contractor per year” rule:** Companies which do business with the DoD pose uniquely strong conflict of interest issues. The SDEF program should either bar major defense contractors from participating entirely, or it should adopt a
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formalized version of its former claim to only allow participation by one defense contractor a year. This will help end the overrepresentation of contractors in the program, diversify the range of companies that fellows can learn from, and produce better policy recommendations.

**Bar fellows from working in “government relations” roles:** SDEF fellows should not be allowed to work in roles trying to sell products to the government during their fellowships. This includes the public sector-facing offices of contractors, “government relations” positions seeking to strengthen “relationships” with the government, and any other position aiming to influence government policymaking. These assignments put fellows in a situation in which conflicts of interest are nearly unavoidable.

**Explore post-employment restrictions for former fellows:** The fact that fellows can use their time in the SDEF program to acquire private sector jobs dealing with DoD programs creates serious ethical issues. If the DoD continues to send its officers into the private sector in the middle of their military careers, they should explore expanded post-employment restrictions for former SDEF fellows looking to work at government contractors, and in lobbying roles more generally. At the very minimum, former SDEF fellows should be barred from employment at the host company where they were once fellows.

**Re-balance orientations:** SDEF orientations should be free of both undue corporate influence and political bias. Individual companies should not be given disproportionate speaking roles, and orientations should never occur within their offices. Outside organizations whose financial structure gives them an interest in promoting certain outcomes should not help to organize the events. Finally, greater effort is needed to balance the political viewpoints of invited speakers.

**Rationalize program size:** The DoD should determine how valuable the SDEF program has been in terms of promoting truly useful reforms, and then rightsize the program appropriately. Has tripling the size of each cohort tripled the value of the program? Does
having three times as many fellows each year lead to three times as many original, high-quality suggestions? If not, then the program may need to be downsized, with more emphasis placed on the quality of each fellow’s contributions rather than the quantity of fellows. Indeed, if the program cannot point to any concrete examples of positive change it has produced, policymakers should consider abolishing it outright.
Annex I: SDEF Outbriefs

All SDEF outbriefs are available online on the website of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Readiness (https://prhome.defense.gov/Readiness/Organization/FET/SDEF/Outbriefs/). Below are the citations for those which were cited in the report.


Force Education and Training, 2006,


https://prhome.defense.gov/Portals/52/Documents/SDEF/SDEF%20Final%20Briefing%20AY%2019-20.pptx?ver=GBZ5sDMIXGW0a12WRV3S7w%3d%3d.
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